!
! For more information, please go to Sheryl Blumenthal’s website at www.littleone.us. Maybe you wish to
host an event in your area. Personal phone consultations are a large portion of the work that Sheryl
does. Many think that it best to be directly in the presence of the messenger, however this is not
necessary in order to receive an energetically supportive session, no matter how far away you are. A CD
recording will be created and mailed to you with your permission. Please, make your arrangements by
calling 570-224-4237.
BELOW ARE A FEW TESTIMONIALS:
"I always tell people that you have saved my sanity and years of counseling with a shrink.” (Corin - New Jersey )
"Beneath a humble, sweet exterior, is the power of the Universe speaking through Sheryl. What a gift Sheryl is to
the world." (Edie Weinstein Moser-Dublin , PA )
"Sheryl, thank you for joining me as my guest on Energy Awareness Radio, last night. The listener response has
been extremely positive. Actually, it beat every other show I've ever done. You brought me into the top 1% and I
am forever grateful for that."(T-Love)
"You are the Florence Nightingale of Humanity carrying the Flame of Hope, Joy and Love for all the wounded
hearts and souls of men and women.... shining your light on the path back to God (Heaven). I love you...."
(Rashid Lanie-Beverly Hills, CA)
"I have had many sessions from Sheryl and each time I come away with a feeling of peace and love and
acceptance. It's not just the words that come through her, but the experience of being one with her that is so
profound. I can feel changes occurring throughout my being as she is speaking. Her gentle way is so soothing and
I never feel judged by her. Many times I understand her reading in a certain way and then days or weeks later, I
understand the true meaning of what she channeled. I honestly believe that Sheryl's gifts have guided me to
places that I may not have been able to get to on my own. I am forever grateful for her love and for her insight."
(Kathy-NJ)
"Sheryl's gift reveals to us who we truly are." ( Beth- Vancouver, BC)
"My experience with Sheryl's sessions are a unique sharing of the truth that help people obtain their highest and
best. The information is not always what you want to hear, but very necessary in helping one to make the best
choice. I find her sessions are anchored in the most loving vibration that offers wise guidance. I am so grateful
that I found her, as the guidance that is offered has helped me make some of the most difficult choices, have a
better perspective on my life, and find the security within that I am protected and guided in love.
I love you, Sheryl! Thank you for all that you give.
Mahalo and Aloha!" (D.D. Kahuku, Hawaii)
"Sheryl’s sessions are amazing! Her messages and insights are from a truly Divine source. With her unique gifts,
she gives a unified view of your current life’s situation and concerns and brings clarity, hope and ultimately peace
into your soul. After my sessions with Sheryl, my body always feels lighter, my mind clearer and my soul happier!
Sheryl’s inner beauty and light will transform you forever!!!” ( Betsy - New York )
"Wow, another incredible Sunday morning! Your light shines so brightly that it enfolds all of us. We are immense
ly grateful to you for bringing illumination and heart-centered angelic love into our midst. And, again, your
messages were spot-on. It seems that they not only apply to the person you speak to, but also to everyone
listening in the room. Thank you,thank you, thank you! Your gift is a blessing. We will always be indebted to Sus
an Duval for bringing you to us." (Reverand Hannelore Goodwin,
Minister of the Circle of Miracles Interfaith Community, New Britain , PA )
"Sheryl, Yes-I know there are no accidents. It's clear in what I have been through where miracles saved me. And
you, I hardly remember how we came to be friends, but I love you like you have been mine since kindergarten.
Something just clicked. I am sure you are just as giving to everyone you meet... but, it is rare and I am grateful for
you. You are my “go to person” when I feel like I will break. You always lift me up. Thank God for you."
(M. Rose-NJ)

